1. Have student describe his day from start
to finish - learn about real experiences;
then, you can ask real questions.
2. Do not dumb it down.
3. Teach by example, model, and
movement.
4. If the bum is numb, the brain is the
same.
5. Have authentic writing opportunities;
drawing, before writing, helps focus on
the subject.
6. Provide reading materials based on
interest - how to, fictional, funny, gross,
sports, military.
7. Allow themes of protection and
provision
8. Support and encourage curiosity.
9. Teach by walking around; engaging the
space of students lowers negative
behavior.
10. Use project-based learning.
11. After distress, allow the student to
speak and explain.
12. Ask what he thinks, not how he feels;
walk beside him when in conversation
to allow him to express and time to find
his words.

13.Boys need personal relationships and
reasons to show up.
14.Create a “crew” with a cause.
15.Affirm talents and provide opportunity
to lead.
16.Boys think school is boring, it does not
matter, and schools don’t care.
17.Survival, Novelty, and Relevance jump
start the brain and inspire engagement.
18.Audience of influence (read to older
boy, read to younger boy); girls make
the boys “cool-pose”.
19.Boys are wired to move; stand to
answer, hand fidgets, brain breaks, 15
sec. intermissions, raise foot rather than
hand.
20.It is ok to try over and over; it’s ok to
fail. Failing is necessary for inventing.
21.Provide positive opportunities for taking
risks.
22.Allow boys to solve problems between
each other; do not intervene all the time.
23.Testosterone increases with stress; e.g.
impulsive, disorganized, poor judgment,
more aggressive.
24.Boys mask emotion to survive; when
boys are emotional, expect a physical
outburst.
25.Discipline with movement; e.g. walking
to water or breathing calmly brings
down energy and lowers stress level
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